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12.1  Introduction 
A worldwide United Nations program to produce international comparisons 
of  real GDP and its components and the purchasing power parities (PPPs) of 
currencies has been under way for twenty years.' In this paper we review the 
methodology  of this work, the International Comparison Program (ICP) and 
describe its present status. (The effort  was  referred  to as the International 
Comparison Project in its earlier stages.) We  follow  with discussion of  the 
robustness of the results, some problems that have arisen in the extension and 
continuation of the ICP, and a look to its future. 
The predominant method of meeting the need for comparative data on real 
GDP and related macrovariables is to convert own-currency value aggregates 
to  a numeraire currency,  usually  the dollar, via exchange rates  (as, for ex- 
ample, to obtain world expenditures on energy). Exchange-rate conversion is 
still the common practice, despite clear evidence that exchange rates fail to 
reflect the relative purchasing power of currencies, sometimes being off  by a 
factor of 3 or more, even for output as a whole and still more for individual 
products. 
Irving B.  Kravis is university professor emeritus at the University of Pennsylvania and a re- 
search associate of  the National Bureau of  Economic Research. Robert E. Lipsey is professor of 
economics at Queens College and the Graduate Center, City University of  New York, and a re- 
search associate of  the National Bureau of Economic Research. 
The authors are grateful for helpful comments by Alan V.  DeardorB and Alan Heston, neither 
of  whom is responsible for the views expressed here. The statistical work for this paper was done 
by David Robinson, and the manuscript was prepared by Maryellen Sykes. 
I. PPP is defined here as the number of units of currency j required to purchase the same amount 
of  goods as a unit of the numeraire currency can purchase. 
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12.2  An Outline of ICP Methods 
The ICP comparisons relate to Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and its com- 
ponents as defined in the U.N. System of National Accounts (U.N. Statistical 
Office, 1968).’ GDP is intended in concept to establish a production boundary 
marking  off  economic activity, which produces satisfaction-yielding goods 
and services, from other human activities. In this context, production is gen- 
erally regarded as a measure of income, although there are circumstances in 
which it seems appropriate to distinguish between the two concepts. 
The ICP approaches the international comparison of  income through price 
comparisons for about 150 categories (“basic headings”) of final expenditures 
on GDP.3 Prices are usually compared for at least several specifications of 
goods in each category. Because the items priced in each country must be 
representative of the goods commonly found in the domestic market, a com- 
mon list of price-compared goods in all countries is precluded. There are two 
ways in which category PPPs are calculated despite incomplete overlapping 
price comparisons for the included countries. In both, the missing prices are 
inferred from their relationship in all the other countries to prices of items that 
are available in the given ~ountry.~ 
The quantity comparisons for each basic heading are obtained by dividing 
the PPP into the expenditure ratio. That is, for a given basic heading, 
where j  and b are countries, Qs are physical quantities and Es are expenditures 
in own currency. 
2. See Kravis, Heston, and Summers (1982) for a fuller account of ICP methods. The methods 
have  been summarized in a number of papers (see, e.g., Kravis  1984). The present outline is 
provided to enable readers not familiar with the methods to understand the discussions that follow. 
3. In a few categories, quantities  are compared, and the price comparisons are derived by 
dividing the quantity ratios into the expenditure ratios. Also, comparisons in some regions have 
been based on a more detailed breakdown and in others on a less detailed breakdown. The basic 
headings represent the most detailed breakdown of expenditures that it is possible to make for 
many countries. An effort has been also made to define them so that they include products that are 
alike with respect to price-determining influences. An  approach which is more difficult to imple- 
ment is to build up the GDP comparison in terms of the industries producing the output. See Paige 
and Bombach (1959) and Maddison and van Ark (1987). 
4.  The Country-Product Dummy (CPD) method does this through a regression in which the log 
price of an item is the dependent variable and the independent variables are two sets of  dummy 
variables, one for the various countries and the other for the different specifications. The coeffi- 
cient of the dummy variable for a given country represents the log of the PPP for the category in 
that country relative to the numeraire country. See Summers (1973) and Kravis,  Heston,  and 
Summers (1982). The other method of coping with differing price lists, offered independently by 
Elteto, Koves, and Szulc (hence, the “EKS” method), has been used in the European compari- 
sons. The EKS index for a given pair of countries is the geometric mean of the direct Fisher 
indexes (weighted twice), and all the bridge-country Fisher indexes. (A bridge country is one that 
links together two countries through a comparison of each with the bridge country.) The CPD and 
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The PPPs and the quantity indexes for the basic headings derived by these 
methods are then aggregated to form PPPs and quantity indexes for summary 
headings (e.g., “meat,” which includes fresh beef and five other basic head- 
ings), and for larger aggregates up to GDP. The method of  aggregation in- 
volves the use of a set of average international prices (m),  one for each basic 
heading. Each average price (ITJ is calculated from the category PPP for each 
of the n countries weighted by the quantity share absorbed in that country. To 
make the PPPs of the different countries commensurate, each is divided by the 
overall PPP (i.e., the PPP for GDP) for the country. Thus, 
PPP,  ITi=c--. 
PPP/  wtJ 
where i is one of m  categories or basic headings, and w is country j’s share in 
world consumption of category i. 
The GDP PPP is the ratio of the country’s GDP at own-currency prices to 




Thus the PPPs for GDP (or other aggregates) need the m for their calculation, 
and the  ITS  need the PPPs for their calculation. The solution, suggested by 
R. C. Geary and amplified by  S. H. Khamis, is to rely on a set of equations 
in which all the PPPs and ITS  are simultaneously determined. To obtain GDP 
or other aggregates the quantity in each basic heading is multiplied by  the 
international price,  and the products obtained are summed over the appro- 
priate headings. 
A number of other index number formulas were considered. Geary-Khamis 
was selected both for its statistical properties and for its ready economic inter- 
pretation. The statistical properties include base country invariance,5 transi- 
tivity,6 and matrix consistency.’  From an economic standpoint, the formula 
matches the underlying point of departure of the PPP comparisons-that  there 
is a price level for each country which is an average of the different price levels 
of  its GDP components. The use of cross-country averages of these relative 
prices to value the quantities in each country’s GDP provides a common mea- 
5. The base country serves merely as a numeraire. It makes no difference for the quantitative 
relationship among the countries which one serves as the numeraire. 
6. For example, I,,  = If,, + Iu,  where I  is an  index of quantities or prices and j,  k. and 1 are 
countries. This ensures that the relative positions of the countries will be unambiguous. 
7. In  a table with countries in  the columns and categories in  the  rows, the entries show the 
correct relative quantities on any row and are additive in the columns to any desired aggregate 
such as consumption  or GDP. This table is akin to the familiar national accounts  time-to-time  table 
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suring rod for the GDPs of the included countries. This price-times-quantity- 
equals-expenditure feature of  the Geary-Khamis formula fits well  with  na- 
tional income accounting concepts. 
A persistent finding in all phases of the International Comparison Program, 
which now covers eighty countries, is that the purchasing power of the curren- 
cies of low-income countries is much greater than that indicated by exchange 
rates. In 1980, for example, the price level of the developing countries of Asia 
included  in  the Phase 4 study (eight countries)  was only half of  that of  the 
United States; for the developing countries of  Central and South America, the 
price level was less than two-thirds that of the United States. This means that 
the real income per capita of the Asian countries was twice that suggested by 
exchange-rate conversions, and that of  the Central and South American coun- 
tries was half again as much as the exchange-rate conversions indicated. It is 
important to bear the size of  these differences in mind when considering the 
margins of uncertainty that are attached to the ICP comparisons. 
12.3  Robustness 
Some errors in real income comparisons originate in the estimates of GDP 
and the national accounts of various countries. The accuracy and comprehen- 
siveness of the accounts vary from one country to another. Countries without 
well-developed  economic statistics can produce national accounts only with 
large margins of error. Also, some parts of the accounts, like the measurement 
of subsistence income or of depreciation, are particularly vulnerable to differ- 
ences in treatment by the national statistical authorities of different countries. 
These uncertainties  in the estimates of each country’s national income pose 
the same problems for exchange-rate conversions as for PPP conversions. The 
seemingly  unequivocal  character of  exchange-rate-based  comparisons  in- 
volves the conversion of  these incomparable measures into equally incompa- 
rable estimates in the numeraire currency. 
There are, however,  other sources of uncertainty  in the PPP conversions, 
and we try here to evaluate them. 
12.3.1  Price Comparisons 
There is first and most basically the problem of  matching qualities in the 
price comparisons. The care taken to get these comparisons right varies from 
one phase of  the ICP to another,  and sometimes within  a given phase from 
region to region or country to country. The comparisons involving the coun- 
tries of the European Community (EC) meet these problems in a particularly 
thorough and careful way. The price comparisons involving the United States 
for the Phase 4 study were less than optimal because the decision of the United 
States to participate was taken late and prices collected for an earlier period 
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cult to measure the possible errors arising from incomparable qualities. The 
fact that so many individual prices of  many items are compared (300 to 700 
items per country) should help to reduce the sampling error. The fact that the 
price comparisons are distributed over the entire gamut of final products may 
diminish the likelihood of error from biased selection among types of goods. 
However,  it is difficult to know what biases are introduced  by the need for 
comparability  of  specifications among countries  or the problem  of  “nonre- 
sponse” arising from the unavailability of data. 
Sampling variability  and errors in matching are also difficult to measure. 
An experiment reported in the Phase  1 study (Kravis, Kenessey, Heston, and 
Summers 1975, pp. 77f.) suggests that the sampling variability is generally in 
the 5 to 7 percent range at the 0.95 confidence level, with high-income coun- 
tries at the lower end and low-income countries at the higher end, with one 
case of a sampling error of nearly  10 percent (see also Kravis, Heston, and 
Summers 1982, p. 97). 
Variations in the results of the comparisons  could also arise from differ- 
ences in aggregation methods and from differences in the treatments of certain 
problem categories.  Our method of assessing these uncertainties is the very 
crude one of  examining the variations  in results produced by the alternative 
methodologies  using data of past comparisons (often those of  1975 because 
that was the most recent study offering much relevant material  for this pur- 
pose). 
12.3.2  Aggregation Methods 
The use  of  the  Geary-Khamis formula has not gone completely  unchal- 
lenged (Isenman  1980, Drechsler  1988), despite a favorable verdict in an in- 
fluential report by Peter Hill (1981), commissioned by the Statistical Office of 
the European Communities and the Economic Commission for Europe. 
The main objection  to the Geary-Khamis  formula is that it produces  the 
Gerschenkron effect (also referred to as Bortkiewicz’s Law, or the own-price 
effect).  Because the ICP prices are averages weighted  by the quantities ab- 
sorbed in each country, the world average price structure used in the ICP ver- 
sion of Geary-Khamis is heavily influenced by the United States and the other 
high-income countries. Given the usual negative correlation between quanti- 
ties  and prices, the real  GDPs of  the  low-income countries will tend  to be 
higher than if a set of prices more “characteristic” of them was used. 
However, there is some evidence that the impact of different price regimes 
on Geary-Khamis estimates of real GDP is modest compared to the difference 
between PPP conversions and exchange-rate conversions. When the Geary- 
Khamis index for the Phase 3 countries was recalculated using equal weights 
for poor and rich countries in obtaining world average prices, the real GDPs 
per capita for the eight poorest countries (with real GDPs per capita 15 percent 
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Exchange-rate-converted per  capita  GDPs  were,  by  contrast,  60 percent 
lower on average than the PPP-converted figures, and one-third lower in the 
case of the smallest difference (Kravis 1984, p. 33). 
The fact that objections are still raised to the Geary-Khamis formula leads 
us to report the difference that it would make if the chief alternative aggrega- 
tion formula, the EKS, were used. The EKS is based on Fisher indexes, which 
are regarded favorably on the grounds of characteristicity.E  The Fisher indexes 
are not  transitive, and few would favor them for multilateral comparisons. 
The EKS (applied here to aggregate the PPPs for the basic headings) is tran- 
sitive and  minimizes the  squared log deviations from the Fisher indexes. 
However, the EKS does not produce matrix consistency (its failure is in addi- 
tivity; i.e., the sum of the basic headings does not produce the same GDP as 
the formula), and further transformations have been sought, but no  widely 
acceptable one has been ad~anced.~ 
For the  (nine) high-income countries in  the Phase  3 study, the  Geary- 
Khamis  and  EKS  formulas produced  nearly  identical  results,  except  for 
Japan, for which Geary-Khamis was 5 percent higher. The spread was larger 
for middle-income countries and  greatest for low-income countries, aver- 
aging around 16 percent for the lowest fourth and reaching as high as 19 per- 
cent.  lo 
12.3.3  Treatment of Problem Categories 
For certain categories, there is little theoretical guidance for the choice be- 
tween alternative methods. 
In the first three phases of the ICP (1970, 1973, and 1975)  the same team at 
the University of  Pennsylvania, in close collaboration with the U.N. Statisti- 
cal Office, produced the comparisons, and the differences in methods resulted 
from efforts to refine and improve the treatment of some difficult categories. 
In later phases of the ICP, the design and collection of the ICP was organized 
on a regional basis (more on regionalization presently), and differences arose 
even within a given phase. 
Aside from regionalization, differences related mainly to the treatment of 
the net foreign balance and about a dozen “comparison-resistant” service cat- 
egories for which domestic national accounts generally use input data to mea- 
sure output. 
8. Characteristicity is indeed promoted by the fact that half the weights in a Fisher index refer 
to the given country’s own prices or quantities.  However, the characteristicity on this account may 
be offset in the cases of partners with price or quantity structures that differ radically from those 
of the given country. 
9. See Statistical Office of the European Communities; Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development, U.N. Statistical Office 1989. 
10. These calculations  are based mainly on the thirty-four Phase 3 countries. An increase in the 
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Comparison-Resistant  Services 
The proportion of GDP spent on services ranges from less than 20 percent 
in low-income countries to 50 percent in high-income countries.  Services 
that lend themselves to price comparison make up more than half of the total. 
The others-the  comparison-resistant services-are  composed of  the services 
produced by health care professionals, teachers, and government employees. 
They  are  “comparison-resistant” because  it  is  difficult to find markets on 
which units of these service outputs are sold; consequently, there are cases in 
which no market price paid by final purchasers is available. In domestic na- 
tional accounting, the absence of quantity indicators of output has been met 
by  using changes in inputs as measures of changes in output, and a similar 
strategy has been followed in the ICP for the most part. In most but not all 
parts of the ICP, it was assumed that the productivity of workers with similar 
qualifications was the same in different countries. In the education sector, for 
example, it was assumed that a teacher in India with thirteen or fourteen years 
of education produced the same amount of output as a teacher in the United 
Kingdom with  thirteen  or fourteen years  of  education.  Exceptions  to  this 
equal productivity  assumption were made in Phase 3 and for the portion of 
Phase 4 comparisons involving Austria and the three eastern European coun- 
tries. 
Another  difference in the treatment  of  comparison-resistant  services was 
that allowances were made in phases 1, 2, and 3, but not in later phases, for 
capital  inputs in the health  and government  service categories. The capital 
data for the adjustment were very rough, and it is understandable  that the 
international organizations that produced phases 4  and 5 of the ICP abstained 
from their use. The result of omitting them, however, is surely an understate- 
ment of output in high-income countries, since both health services and gov- 
ernment services must be much more capital-intensive in high-income coun- 
tries than in low-income countries. 
Still another difference in comparing these difficult services was the inclu- 
sion in Phase 3 of the number of students, in addition to the input of teachers 
and capital. The change may have been introduced with the idea of adding a 
measure of the output of education,  but,  because students’ time is an input 
into the production of learning (learning itself being the output), the procedure 
of Phase 3 represents an enlargement of the coverage of inputs rather than a 
measurement of output. However, the procedure does not take foregone earn- 
ings into account or, in effect, treats foregone earnings per student as identical 
among countries. It therefore is likely to understate education input in high- 
income countries relative to low-income countries. 
11. Based on thirty-four countries (Kravis, Heston, and Summers 1982, p. 194). In all of the 
phases, services in health and education provided at public expense are included in “consumption” 
rather than “government” so as to make the country-to-country comparisons of these aggregates 
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How much difference do these variations  in the treatment of comparison- 
resistant services make for the quantity comparisons for the sectors involved 
and for GDP? The answers are: not much for the developed countries, either 
at the sector level or for GDP; quite a lot for low-income countries at the sector 
level; and modest amounts for low-income countries at the GDP level. 
What is probably a maximum estimate of the sensitivity of GDP to these 
variations  is provided by doing the GDP comparison on the assumption that 
the PPPs for comparison-resistant services are the same as the PPPs for priced 
services.  (Actually,  in the Phase 3 report the PPPs for comparison-resistant 
services were as low as a third of those for priced services in the low-income 
countries, although near equality in the high-income countries.) This assump- 
tion would reduce the GDP for the lowest-income countries by approximately 
15 percent, but would have little effect on the middle- and high-income coun- 
tries. 
The impact  of different  treatment  of the comparison-resistant  services is 
more realistically measured by examining the results of the Phase 3 changes 
in making comparisons for these services relative to those used in Phase 2. 
The main changes were the use of capital inputs in health  and government 
services,  an adjustment  for productivity differences  in health  and education 
services,  and the addition of the number of pupils as a quantity indicator in 
education. While the revised treatment has an enormous impact on estimates 
of the quantity of medical services for low-income countries, cutting them by 
40 or 50 percent relative to the United States (Kravis, Heston, and Summers 
1982, p.  161), the largest effect on GDP was to reduce it by 6 percent  (in 
Kenya and India). 
Another insight into the robustness of the estimates is provided by a recal- 
culation of the results of  phases  l,  3, and 4, using as nearly as possible the 
same methods in all three.12 The methods were mainly those of Phase 4, the 
chief exception being that the fixity rule (see section 12.4) was not adhered 
to. The “standardized” results compare with the original benchmark results as 
shown in table 12.1. 
The differences produced by the shift to alternative methods are quite small 
on average; ignoring signs, the mean difference varies from 4 percent to a little 
over 6 percent for the three benchmark surveys. The differences for individual 
countries in a few cases are as high as 17 percent, with an outlier at 25 percent 
(Malaysia, in 1970). 
The Net Foreign Balance 
The great preponderance of GDP is absorbed by domestic spending on con- 
sumption, capital formation, and government services, but there is often a net 
positive  or negative  balance  between  domestic  absorption  and  production. 
There is no very clear way to account for the net foreign balance in making 
12. Unpublished data kindly made available to us by professors Heston and Summers 445  International Comparison Program 
Table 12.1  Standardized Benchmark Estimates of Real GDP Per Capita, Compared to 
Original Benchmark Estimates 
Ratios: Standardized/OriginaI 
1970  I975  I980 
Lowest-  Lowest-  Lowest- 
All  Income  All  Income  All  Income 
Countries  Fourth  Countries  Fourth  Countries  Fourth 
~  ~~  ~  ~~ 
Number of  countries  16  4  34  8  60  15 
Range: 
Minimum  .75  .89  .87  .91  .8  I  .89 
Maximum  1.04  .96  1.04  I .03  1.17  1.14 
Deviation from  I .O  ,059  ,061  ,024  ,031  ,057  .061 
Mean Absolute 
comparisons of production or income. These claims are expressed in dollars 
or other currencies and have no obvious physical counterpart as do other com- 
ponents of final expenditures. 
A simple method that has been favored by  the EC and used in the more 
recent phases of the ICP, is simply to convert the net foreign balance to inter- 
national dollars by  use of  the exchange rate. This mcthod is not, however, 
symmetrical with that used for the other categories of  final expenditures on 
GDP.  For all of  the other categories, an international price (IT) is found by 
means of equation (2) above. A closer approximation to this method, involv- 
ing the estimate of a n for the net foreign balance, was used in the first three 
phases of the ICP. l3 
The difference in the estimate of per capita GDP from these two ways of 
handling the category depends on the size and sign of the net foreign balance 
in each country and on the size of the n. In the Phase 3 study, the last in which 
a price was calculated, each country’s net foreign balance converted to U.S. 
dollars at its exchange rate was multiplied by  1.28, the calculated n. Devel- 
oping countries tended to have negative net foreign balances that year ( 1975); 
the largest was Zambia’s, -  19.5 percent of  its GDP in  its own currency. If 
the conversion to international dollars in the Phase 3 report had been at a price 
of  $1  = $1 .OO instead of $I  = $1.28, Zambia’s per capita GDP relative to the 
United States would have been 4 percent higher (i.e., 10.7 percent of the U.S. 
instead of  10.3 percent). The conclusion is that different treatments of the net 
13. For each country, the ratio of the exchange rate to its PPP as estimated from a preliminary 
Geary-Khamis calculation for GDP, excluding the net foreign balance, was used to form the inter- 
national price. In this calculation the ratios for the different countries were weighted by the relative 
importance of  each country in total GDP. The method of phases 4  and 5,  in which the net foreign 
balance  is  not multiplied  by  an  international price, is equivalent to  taking that price as equal 
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foreign balance are likely to have modest effects on comparative real GDP per 
capita, even if the surplus or deficit is very large. 
12.3.6  Robustness Summary 
The main concern that has been expressed about the benchmark results  is 
that they exaggerate the relative real per capita GDPs of the low-income coun- 
tries. Uncertainties may arise from measurement error, improper matching of 
qualities,  sampling  variability, and the treatment of problem categories.  We 
do not attempt to measure either the errors common to exchange-rate and PPP 
comparisons or the effect of matching errors. We believe that the former are 
substantial for some countries and that the major thrust of  ICP work to keep 
the latter small has been successful. 
Sampling error cuts both ways, and we cannot tell whether the ICP estimate 
for a given country is too high or too low on this account. We cannot measure 
the margins of uncertainty arising from the problem categories in any rigorous 
way. What we can do is to use the sensitivity of the results of the earlier phases 
to different sources of error and uncertainty to get some rough approximations 
of the possible variation. 
12.4  The Range of Uncertainty 
There are two ways of  drawing upon the materials  we have presented to 
obtain some notion of  the range of uncertainty in the benchmark  results.  In 
the “additive” approach we sum the crude allowance suggested above for sam- 
pling variability and for alternative methods. The worst case is that the true 
estimate  will  be approximately  10 to 15 percent lower than  the benchmark 
estimate, the uncertainty consisting mainly of sampling variability. (This re- 
fers to those cases in which the sampling error makes the GDP too high.) The 
uncertainties for comparison-resistant services and for the net foreign balance 
work in offsetting directions to each other. 
In the alternative “overall”  approach,  reliance is placed  on the difference 
between the actual benchmark GDP estimates and those that would have been 
produced by a standardized set of methods applied as uniformly as possible to 
the data of the  1970, 1975, and 1980 phases. In this approach, errors or un- 
certainty arising from methodological factors may raise some estimates above 
the benchmark estimate. The worst case observed in table  12.1 suggests that 
the  methodological  factors could place the true per capita GDP 17 percent 
higher than the benchmark estimate. If sampling errors are in the same direc- 
tion, the up-side margin could be approximately 25 percent. 
We conclude that margins of uncertainty in the 20 to 25 percent range, plus 
and minus, are generous estimates of the outside limits of uncertainty in the 
benchmark estimates for low-income countries,  originating from the factors 
we have examined. Error margins diminish as per capita income rises; for the 447  International Comparison Program 
high-income countries (two-thirds or more of U.S. per capita real GDP), they 
are around 7 percent, mainly sampling error. 
These estimates do not include any allowance for differences owing to the 
use of different aggregation formulas. Our view is that the Geary-Khamis for- 
mula measures what we are seeking to measure from an economic standpoint. 
If that formula is regarded as merely one of a number of competing formulas, 
each attempting to answer a somewhat different question, the answer will de- 
pend on the formulation of the question. 
By contrast with these uncertainties about the PPP conversions, exchange- 
rate  conversions  seem  quite  straightforward and  free  of  methodological 
choices that are difficult to make. One need only, it would appear, take the 
exchange rate and divide it into the own-currency GDP. 
But matters are not so simple. “The” exchange rate that is sought for this 
purpose is the annual average rate across all transactions, and it is often differ- 
ent from the regularly published “official” rate. When multiple rates apply to 
different transactions, or, more commonly, black market rates exist along with 
fully legal rates, then estimates of the average levels of the various rates may 
be subject to large margins of error, and the relative importance of the official 
rate and of other rates, necessary for a weighted average, may involve a large 
element of guesswork. The resultant uncertainty in the estimate of the average 
effective exchange rate has, of course, its mirror image in the estimate of real 
GDP that it is used to derive. 
In addition, even the legal rates fluctuate erratically, while domestic prices 
and quantities tend to remain relatively stable. This combination produces 
erratic and implausible estimates of real GDP. One way of meeting this prob- 
lem is to select an exchange rate for a past “equilibrium” year and to extrapo- 
late it to the target year on the basis of relative rates of inflation in the given 
country and the numeraire country. An alternative is to use a moving average 
of  recent exchange rates. The World  Bank, whose World Atlas is the most 
widely cited source of  international income comparisons, uses both of these 
methods, the former where the official rate seems to deviate from “equilib- 
rium” by exceptionally large margins. The moving-average approach, applied 
to most countries, presently is based on the exchange rate for the target year 
averaged with exchange rates for adjacent years, adjusting the latter rates to 
the target year by relative rates of inflation. 
The  differences produced  by  these  and  other  alternative exchange-rate 
methods are substantial. Ward  (1989), for example, reports on the results of 
using two different three-year periods for averaging. One terminates in  the 
target year, and thus is not centered on the target year; the other centers on the 
target year but is available only after a further year elapses. When these two 
methods were applied to 1987 data, three-year average rates centered on 1987 
ranged from 54 percent to 127 percent of those centered on 1986. The mean 
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this single source of different methodology produces differences in exchange- 
rate conversions that are larger than those encountered in the PPP-converted 
comparisons. 
12.5  The Question of Regionalization 
In accordance with long-held plans, beginning with Phase 4 (reference date 
1980) the responsibility for worldwide comparisons was shifted completely to 
the U.N. Statistical Office (UNSO). At the same time, outside financial sup- 
port dwindled, and the ability of UNSO to play a leading role in the compari- 
sons diminished. Also, regional  organizations,  especially those  in  Europe, 
began to produce comparisons  for their member countries.  As a result, the 
1980 comparisons for sixty countries were put together in seven sets of coun- 
tries. In Europe, for example, the EC made up one block of twelve countries, 
and five more European countries were compared under the aegis of the Eco- 
nomic  Commission  for Europe  (ECE), with  Austria  as the  center country. 
Other European countries were added in a set of comparisons prepared by the 
Organisation  for  Economic  Cooperation  and  Development  (OECD)  . The 
UNSO took direct responsibility  for seven Asian countries for which no re- 
gional organization formed a comparison group. 
Thus, there were sets of regional comparisons, each based on its own aver- 
age prices,  and  including  some  regions  within  regions  (the EC within  the 
OECD).  l4  UNSO linked the regions together through “core country” compar- 
isons.  From  one to three countries  in each group served  as core countries, 
providing  prices that  overlapped  in  all groups  for each basic  heading.  For 
example, France  and  Spain were core countries for the EC and Kenya and 
Senegal for Africa. PPPs were estimated for the twenty core countries for each 
basic heading, using the United States as the numeraire country.IS The other 
(noncore) countries  were linked to  the world  comparisons through the core 
country or countries in their group. This produced a PPP for each basic head- 
ing  which,  with the  expenditure  data, provided  the  necessary  inputs for a 
Geary-Khamis calculation for the sixty countries included in Phase 4. 
This Geary-Khamis calculation would have provided the final result except 
for the insistence of the Statistical Office of  the European Communities (Eu- 
rostat) on the “fixity” principle. Under this rule, the results of the intraregional 
comparisons  produced  by  the  different regional organizations are not to be 
altered when the regions are incorporated into the worldwide comparisons. 
That is, if Germany is 5 percent higher than France in real per capita income 
14. The theoretical case for regionalization rests on grouping countries with similar price and 
quantity structures together. Geographical propinquity, while an obvious starting point in group- 
ing countries, is not an adequate criterion. In the real world, the regionalization that is demanded 
is heavily influenced by  political considerations; some “regional” groups cut across continental 
lines (OECD) and others subdivide continents (EC) (Kravis, Heston, and Summers 1982). 
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in the EC calculation, the difference must be maintained  when the EC coun- 
tries are put into the context of OECD comparisons or worldwide compari- 
sons. The strong support of the fixity principle by Eurostat was based on con- 
cern that the production of different relative standings for real GDP per capita 
for the different pairs of countries would create difficulties for the political and 
administrative uses of the ICP results. 
To  implement  the  fixity  principle,  UNSO used  the  results  of  the  sixty- 
country Geary-Khamis calculation to obtain the total GDP for each region. 
These totals were then distributed among the member countries in each region 
in proportion to their shares indicated by the within-region comparisons. Each 
country’s GDP was distributed to “condensed categories” (akin to the “sum- 
mary”  categories  of  phases  1-3)  and  twenty-three  additional  aggregations. 
This distribution was based on each country’s distribution as produced by the 
intraregional comparison. This method of integrating  the results of different 
regional comparisons (the “GDP consistency” method) has the virtue of com- 
parability  for the  quantities  of  GDP at world  prices  (international dollars). 
However, it has the disadvantage that for a basic heading or condensed cate- 
gory, the sum of the entries for the countries in the region will not add up to 
the figure for the region as produced by the worldwide comparison. For these 
subdivisions of GDP, the results are not comparable for countries in different 
regions because  they are based  on regional  rather than  world  prices.  Very 
large distortions,  some in excess of 100 percent, have been found in relative 
quantities  for  basic  headings  (Drechsler  1988). The  alternative  takes  the 
worldwide quantity calculation for each basic heading or condensed category 
for each region  and distributes  it among the countries of  the region  in ac- 
cordance with their  shares in the results of  the worldwide comparison  (the 
“category-control-total”  method).  This method  produces  comparability  for 
each subcomponent of GDP (food, etc.), but the components of GDP will not 
add up to the GDP total estimated directly at world prices. 
The effect of the fixity rule has been somewhat mitigated by an agreement 
allowing international organizations to make available at their discretion the 
price, quantity,  and expenditure  data for the  basic  headings.  These are not 
affected by the fixity rule. Thus, users are able to aggregate for themselves the 
phase 4  and 5 comparisons at worldwide average prices. Also the restrictions 
imposing fixity are to be lifted about three years after publication of the first 
regional results. Since Eurostat has put out its results well before UNSO, the 
delay for comparisons at worldwide prices imposed by adherence to the fixity 
rule restrictions may be closer to one year than three. 
The fixity principle has serious disadvantages for the worldwide compari- 
sons. It favors  within-region  comparisons  to the  detriment of  comparisons 
between countries  in different regions.  The difficulty is that a different mea- 
suring rod (i.e., a different set of relative prices) is applied to different pairs of 
countries.  Depending  on  the  classification  of  countries  into  regions,  the 
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based on EC, European, Asian, and world prices, while the Germany-France 
comparison might  be  based  on  European prices alone, and  the Germany- 
United States, on European, North American, and world prices. 
This is not  to say that regional comparisons should not  be made. Their 
advantage is that the average prices used to value the products of the member 
countries are likely to be more characteristic of each country than are world 
average prices. Regionalization  thus diminishes the tendency for the estimates 
of  real GDP per capita to be  higher in  countries with price structures very 
different from the one used for the valuation.I6  For some purposes even binary 
comparisons are appropriate. If, for example, a comparison of the real GDP 
of  the Soviet Union and the United States is desired for strategic purposes, 
and no other country is concerned in this context, a binary comparison has 
strong appeal. If on the other hand, a comparison of France and Germany is 
desired for a reason related to the operation of the EC, a community-wide set 
of average prices would be more appropriate than either an average of French 
and  German prices or average world  prices, the  latter including the  price 
structures of  such  diverse countries as  the  United  States and  India.  For 
general-purpose  comparisons, however, the use of world average prices seems 
most appropriate. It seems sensible to have both regional and worldwide com- 
parisons wherever there is a demand for regional comparisons. It should not 
be impossible to persuade EC officials and politicians that the EC comparisons 
are best for EC purposes even though another set exists. 
12.6  Extensions to Nonbenchmark Countries 
The benchmark comparisons made to date or planned have covered about 
half of the countries of the world, including all of the populous ones outside 
of  the  socialist bloc.  The missing countries are  almost all  less-developed 
countries (LDCs) or socialist countries. For many  analytical purposes, the 
covered countries are diverse enough to provide a sample of the distribution 
of  real per capita GDPs in  the countries of  the world. For some purposes, 
however, it is important to have income estimates for all of the countries. In 
this context, benchmark estimates for upwards of fifty countries are missing. 
While the number of  countries covered by  the benchmark comparisons may 
expand, it is unlikely that all the countries will be covered in the near future. 
A number of  ways have been suggested to prepare estimates of comparative 
real GDP per capita for missing countries by  means that entail a smaller ex- 
16. In fact, the fixity rule makes little difference in the relative per capita GDPs of  the high- 
income countries, but can have notable effects on a few middle- and low-income countries. This 
statement is based on a comparison of  the results for the sixty countries of  Phase 4 (1980) pub- 
lished by UNSO and Eurostat, which embody fixity, and the estimate of GDP obtained by  sum- 
ming the international dollar values of the 15 I basic headings available on a UNSO tape.  None of 
the differences  for the high-income countries exceeded 4.5 percent, while the difference was 5 to 
10 percent for twelve other countries and over 10 percent for eight others (the largest difference 
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penditure of resources (see Heston 1973). These various approaches are de- 
scribed and illustrated here. 
The method closest to the benchmark studies, the “reduced information” 
approach, carries out price comparisons on the basis of a much smaller sample 
of specifications. The full set of the benchmark price comparisons, the ratio- 
nale goes, contains some that are redundant; that is, their deletion would not 
alter the result (Ruggles 1977). The reduced information estimates would be 
based on the core of post-adjustment price comparisons that will yield approx- 
imately the same estimate as the benchmark comparisons. 
Several other methods are still less costly, since they involve no field work 
at all. These methods, known as “short-cut comparisons,” depend on an esti- 
mating equation using the data for the countries that have been included in 
benchmark studies to form a relationship between real GDP per capita and 
variables that  are widely  available for both benchmark and nonbenchmark 
countries. In some versions the independent variables are physical indicators 
such as steel consumption, and in others they are monetary in character, such 
as exchange-rate converted GDP, or prices used  in adjusting cost-of-living 
allowances for personnel stationed in different countries. In all of these meth- 
ods the estimate for each nonbenchmark country is  obtained by  plugging 
into the estimating equation the values of the independent variables for that 
country. 
Equations based on benchmark countries that were developing countries 
did not yield predictions of benchmark results superior to those derived from 
equations based on all the countries; only the latter predictions are reported 
here. (Virtually all nonbenchmark countries were in the developing category.) 
The equations were used to estimate domestic absorption, and GDP was then 
obtained by  adding the net foreign balance, which was converted to dollars 
via the exchange rate (see Summers and Heston 1984). 
12.6.1  Reduced Information Estimates 
The reduced information method, although considerably cheaper than the 
full benchmark survey method,  still involves substantial cost and thus has 
been infrequently attempted. A major effort in this area was an experimental 
study of  thirteen developing countries by  Sultan Ahmad of  the World Bank 
(Ahmad, 1988). Ahmad began by  experimenting with ICP Phase 3 data to 
find out the minimum number of price comparisons which could satisfactorily 
explain the observed values of  real GDP per capita in the benchmark coun- 
tries. He identified a set of such price comparisons for 126 individual products 
in about 30 categories of  GDP expenditures. Ahmad’s subsequent estimates 
for the countries in his experiment, summarized in table 12.2, range from 68 
percent of the benchmark estimate to 103 percent. The mean absolute devia- 
tion  is  around  10 percent.  There is a tendency for the deviation from the 
benchmark  to  be  smaller  for  the  higher-income countries.  In  every  case 
the reduced information estimate is closer to the ICP benchmark than is the 452  Irving B. Kravis and Robert E. Lipsey 
Table 12.2  Estimates of Per Capita GDP by Reduced Information Method Compared 
with Benchmark Estimates, 1980 (U.S. = 100) 
Ratio to Benchmark 
~ 
Exchange Rate  Reduced 
Exchange Rate  Reduced  Converted  Information 
Converted  Information  Benchmark  (1) - (3)  (2) -  (3) 





















































































Source: Ahmad (1988) 
exchange-rate  converted  GDP.  Ahmad  finds  his  reduced  information  esti- 
mates also come closer to matching the benchmark  estimates than short-cut 
estimates produced by Summers and Heston (1988) using nominal GDP per 
capita and openness as independent variables. 
The experiment seems to support further exploration of reduced informa- 
tion  methods.  It should be investigated whether they  work well for particu- 
larly small or poor countries for which benchmark studies cannot be readily 
carried out or for which the costs would be too high. 
12.6.2  Short-cut Methods: Physical Indicators 
There is no very strong theory underlying the physical indicator approach, 
although lurking in the background  is the idea of  Engel curves (that is, for 
most goods, consumption is correlated with income). 
In the physical indicator approach, the relationship between real GDP per 
capita and each of a score or more of indicators is examined (see, e.g., Beck- 
erman 1966, and U.N. Economic Commission for Europe 1980). One tactic 
is to screen the indicators to identify those with high simple correlations with 
real GDP per capita. Then alternative combinations of three or four of these 
physical indicators with high simple correlations are correlated with real GDP 
per capita to find the combination which yields the highest R2.  (The multicol- 
linearity among the indicators is so high that no more than a few variables add 453  International Comparison Program 
to the degree of explanation.) An alternative tactic is to feed all the indicators 
for the set of benchmark  countries into the computer and to allow the com- 
puter to perform a stepwise regression specifying a cut-off when added vari- 
ables no longer reduce the unexplained  variance by a stipulated  amount.  A 
disadvantage of  the stepwise regression method  is that the results are influ- 
enced by the order in which the variables are introduced into the regression.’’ 
12.6.3  Short-cut Methods: Monetary Indicators 
Another set of  short-cut  methods uses monetary indicators; that is, those 
relating  to  nominal  or exchange-rate  converted  GDP.  Additional  variables 
may include openness, price isolation, money growth, and the trade balance 
(Kravis,  Heston,  and  Summers  1978b,  Kravis  and  Lipsey  1983, Clague 
1986). Education and shares of  minerals in GDP are sometimes included  in 
this approach, as they are in the physical indicator method. 
The  systematic  relationship  found  to exist  between  real  PPP-converted 
GDP (r)  and nominal (exchange-rate converted) GDP (n)  provides the ratio- 
nale for the monetary  indicator approach. The coefficient in this relationship 
is not 1; prices are high in rich countries because services are relatively expen- 
sive. That is either because the rich countries’ margin of superiority in produc- 
tivity is lower in services than in goods, or because labor is expensive in rich 
countries and services are relatively labor-intensive,  making services expen- 
sive (Kravis and Lipsey  1983, Bhagwati  1984). This circumstance,  together 
with the fact that traded-goods prices tend to be closer to uniformity in differ- 
ent countries, creates higher price levels for GDP in rich countries. The con- 
sequence is that the ratio of  r to n falls as n increases. Although the line of 
causation  presumably  runs from r to n, r  is treated  as a function  of  n  for 
purposes of extrapolation. 
12.6.4  Short-cut Methods: Price Indicators 
Many  multinational  business  enterprises  and  international  organizations 
have employees stationed in different countries with different price levels and 
encounter the need to maintain a system of  “post-adjustment’’ allowances to 
equalize the real incomes of  personnel of equal status in the headquarters lo- 
cations with those stationed elsewhere. This work often involves a rather elab- 
orate system of price comparisons. The U.S.  Department of State makes price 
comparisons for about  150 cities (U.S. Department of Labor  1981) and the 
United  Nations  for about  125 cities (U.N. 1980). Private organizations also 
17. A further difficulty is that many indicators are not available for all of the countries in the 
benchmark sample. Indicators that have a large number of missing observations are dropped. For 
the remaining cases, it is possible to run separate regressions for the benchmark countries in which 
all of the indicators are present and for those in which all but one, all but two, or all but three are 
present. For each non benchmark country, per capita GDP is estimated from the equations with 
the largest number of independent variables available for that country. Thus, in this procedure the 
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produce comparisons for a large number of  locations. These price compari- 
sons may be treated as proxy PPPs in an estimating equation for the real do- 
mestic absorption of benchmark countries. Estimates for nonbenchmark coun- 
tries may then be derived by inserting their comparative prices as shown in the 
post-adjustment data. The assumption underlying this approach is that the dif- 
ference is the same everywhere between the national price level and the price 
level encountered by foreign personnel dwelling in the capital or another lead- 
ing city for professional or business reasons. Experiments with  alternative 
sources of  post-adjustment price comparisons showed that they produced very 
similar results. For brevity and simplicity, we report here only on the results 
using the U.N. data. 
12.6.5  A Comparison of the Results of the Short-cut Experiments 
In table 12.3, some results of shortcut methods are presented; the shortcut 
estimates are expressed as ratios of the benchmark estimates. For comparative 
purposes, the exchange-rate conversions are also presented. Underlying equa- 
tions appear in the appendix, table 12A. l. 
Table 12.3  Predictions of LDCs 1980 Real GDP Per Capita by Various Short-Cut 
Methods 
Estimates Produced for Developing Countries in the 
Opposite Set as Ratios to Benchmark Estimates 
Set of  Countries  Range 
upon which Regressions  Mean Absolute 
Are Based  Maximum  Mini  m  u  m  Deviation 
I. Physical Indicators 
Odd-numbered 
Even-numbered 
11. Price Indicators 
Odd-numbered 
Even-numbered 
111. Monerary Indicators 
Odd-numbered 
Even-numbered 



























Source: See appendix table 12A.  1. 
Note: The phase 4 countries were arrayed according to increasing real GDP per capita as measured in 
the benchmark study and were divided into two sets (odd- and even-numbered countries). For the coun- 
tries in each set, a regression equation was estimated with per capita domestic absorption as the depen- 
dent variable and the various indicators in I, 11,  and 111 as the independent variables. (In some equations, 
data were not available for all countries.) Each equation was then used to “predict” the 1980 real GDP 
per capita (adding the net foreign balance) for the developing countries in the opposite set. The “predic- 
tions” are compared with the benchmark estimates in the three columns of  the table. The figures in  1V 
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The basic  procedure was  to array the  developing countries in  the  1980 
(Phase 4) comparisons in order of PPP-converted per capita GDP, and to use 
each half of the sample (odd ranks and even ranks) to predict a 1980 estimate 
for the countries in the other half.  In this very  preliminary comparison of 
methods, the price indicator approach appears to produce marginally better 
results than the monetary approach, and both are better than the physical in- 
dicators. The price indicator method has the advantage over the monetary ap- 
proach that it is not dependent on exchange-rates and related prices. Its predic- 
tions  are  on  the  average  within  12 percent  of  the  benchmark  estimates, 
although the range is from predictions 46  percent above the benchmark to 
predictions as much as 32 percent below. 
All  the short-cut estimates clearly outperform the exchange-rate conver- 
sions; the latter are characterized by mean deviations of 30 percent and under- 
statements of relative GDPs by more than 70 percent. 
12.7  Extensions to Other Years 
The availability of benchmark studies for quinquennial years leaves open 
the  question of  estimates for the  in-between years.  Not  every  benchmark 
country participates in every benchmark year, and the need for extrapolating 
the available benchmark estimates to other years, benchmark and nonbench- 
mark, arises in these cases too. 
A rough and ready extrapolation is possible of the benchmark-year estimate 
for  real  GDP  per  capita  relative  to  that  of  the  numeraire  country.  The 
benchmark-year real GDP per capita for the country and the numeraire coun- 
try are simply multiplied by the ratio of extrapolation-year to benchmark-year 
real per capita GDP from national data. An alternative procedure is to extrap- 
olate the PPP of the given country and divide the result into the extrapolation- 
year current price GDP per capita; the resulting estimate in dollars may be put 
in index-number form by dividing by the per capita GDP of the United States 
in current (extrapolation-year) dollars. 
The disadvantage of these simple procedures is that the growth rate in the 
given country’s GDP between the benchmark year and the extrapolation year 
is measured using the relative prices of that country, whereas the growth rate 
of the numeraire country GDP is measured using its (different) relative prices. 
At  the other extreme, one can envision extrapolating each price from the 
benchmark year to the extrapolation year, recalculating the PPPs for the basic 
headings,  and using these PPPs in conjunction with  the extrapolation-year 
expenditure breakdown, to produce a Geary-Khamis calculation. This would 
be very close to producing a new benchmark study. If  the PPP for each basic 
heading rather than each price were extrapolated, differences among coun- 
tries’ price structures would still have an impact, but it would be confined to 
the influences within the basic headings. For combining the basic headings, 
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obtain the comparisons in either current-year or benchmark-year international 
prices. 
A question that remains is the time span over which extrapolations can be 
made without introducing  very substantial differences from benchmark esti- 
mates. The implicit assumption in the scheme for quinquennial  estimates  is 
that a five-year period is not too long. As experience in benchmark compari- 
sons accumulates it  will be possible to determine whether  this or  a longer 
interval is feasible. 
An alternative being followed by the EC is to do benchmark comparisons 
segment by segment over a three- or five-year cycle. Benchmark-type  com- 
parisons might be made for food in one year, other consumer nondurables the 
next year, and so forth. Extrapolated values would be filled in for those com- 
ponents not covered in the pricing of that year. This has the merit of  integrat- 
ing ICP data with the price and quantity indexes and national-accounts  work 
of the participating countries. It is relevant to observe here that the work on 
the ICP by many developing countries has proved valuable  in strengthening 
their domestic statistical systems. The disadvantage of complete comparisons 
at five-year or longer intervals is that institutional memories are short. Studies 
made five years apart may  require a great  deal of  learning  all  over again. 
Continuity might help domestic statistical work as well as international com- 
parisons. 
A set of international comparisons of  real per capita products and of price 
levels for over 130 countries annually from 1950 to 1988 has been offered by 
Robert Summers and Alan Heston (1985, 199  1). Using the breakdown of total 
GDP per capita into consumption, government, capital formation, and the net 
foreign balance,  they  extrapolate benchmark-year  comparisons backwards 
and forwards to other years in order to derive estimates in current prices of 
each year, as well as in  1980 international  prices.I8 They show breakdowns 
for consumption, investment, and government both in current prices and 1980 
prices and also in the price level for each of these components. (Price level is 
the PPP divided by the exchange rate.) The data for 1980 are printed out in a 
table, and data for all years are made available in the form of diskettes.I9 
A problem of consistency arises in the Summers-Heston effort for countries 





18. For some users of these comparisons, presentation of  the original benchmark data in the 
tables would also have been valuable. The omission of  own-country growth rates is not a disad- 
vantage, because they can be readily computed from widely available summaries of  the national- 
accounts data of  different countries (e.g., IMF, Inrernarional Financial Sfarisrics). 
19. For an analysis based on a different concept of world prices,  see Bhagwati and Hansen 
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where y, is the per capita GDP (in current international  prices) of  a given 
country relative to the numeraire country in the year t (say  1975); y,  +  is the 
same for a benchmark five years later (1980); and g is the growth rate of the 
given country relative to that of the numeraire country between t and t +  5,  as 
obtained from national-accounts data. 
Summers and Heston achieved  consistency by  an ingenious method  that 
first measures the deviation from consistency and then decomposes it into the 
amounts attributable to y,, Y,+~,  and g. On this basis an adjustment factor is 
derived for each of the three elements. 
The reconciliations  alter some of  the benchmark estimates to a notable de- 
gree; the  largest  decline in  a  1980 benchmark is about 8 percent, and the 
largest  increase about 9 percent. On average, however,  the ups  and downs 
virtually cancel out. 
A  limitation  of  these  calculations-unavoidable  without  a  great  deal of 
work with each country’s national accounts that would often require data not 
in the public domain-is  that g is based on a mixture of domestic and inter- 
national prices. The reason is that for practical reasons (the unavailability  of 
price  indexes)  the  extrapolation of y, in  1980 has to  be done, not  for  150 
benchmark components, or even for 35 summary categories, but for a break- 
down of  GDP into only four major subdivisions.  For consumption, for ex- 
ample, the extrapolation is based on each country’s own GDP consumption 
deflator, embodying the country’s own prices and weights for the goods and 
services that make up its consumption total. More generally, each of the four 
major subdivisions receives an international price relative to the other three. 
But the extrapolation necessary  to prepare the inputs of  PPPs of  the Geary- 
Khamis aggregation is carried out with a purely domestic index. Furthermore, 
not  only  is  g  affected  by  the intermingling  of  domestic and  international 
prices, but so are the adjustments made to the benchmark estimates. Estimates 
for the later benchmark years are extrapolated backward to measure the incon- 
sistency from the earlier benchmark year,  and the earlier year estimates are 
extrapolated forward to obtain a second equally  meritorious  measure of  the 
inconsistency. Then an average of the two is taken. This process  introduces 
ambiguities about the date of  the price structure that is being applied. 
Even if this problem were to be corrected, the massaging of the benchmark 
comparisons and of the growth rates to make them consistent with one another 
further diminishes the transparency of the prices that are used to evaluate the 
quantities. The price structures of the benchmark year and of  the domestic 
deflators-representing  different things-are  meshed together. 
For some users, the advantage of having consistency between time-to-time 
and place-to-place data compensates for the ambiguity in what is being mea- 
sured. For others, growth rates based on international prices may be so attrac- 
tive that they are willing to overlook the limited role that international prices 
actually play in the calculations. 
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derived directly from the national accounts-from  domestic price deflators of 
the countries. They have relatively clear conceptual underpinning. (They are, 
to be sure, made less comparable from country to country by the use of differ- 
ent base years.) Similarly, we think that the best estimates of  real GDP per 
capita levels are those produced by the benchmark studies, unaltered by mod- 
ifications based on a mixture of domestic and international prices. 
Having said this, we add that Summers and Heston have produced the most 
comprehensive set of PPP-based estimates that exists; their “consistentized’ 
data cover almost all countries and  thirty-five years.  As  noted, their data 
are aimed at uses requiring consistent estimates of  levels and of  changes in 
output. 
12.7.1  Growth Rates 
The usual way of calculating growth rates is to take the changes in the real 
GDP of  each country as measured using its own market basket and its own 
base-year prices.  Thus,  the  growth  rate  of  a given country  measures  the 
change in a basket of goods that is different from the basket measured by the 
growth rate of  the numeraire country; also different (price) weights are as- 
signed to overlapping goods in the two countries. Such comparisons answer 
the question, “How much change has there been over the period in the quan- 
tity of the base (current) bundle of goods produced in country 1, compared to 
the change in the quantity of the different base (current) bundle produced in 
country 2?’  Such growth rates have the merit of dealing with a basket of goods 
that reflects the preferences of purchasers of final product in one of the years 
being compared. (In the language of the ICP, they have the desirable property 
of  characteristicity.) They have  the drawback that  an equal growth  in two 
countries in the quantity of a given good may be counted as contributing more 
to aggregate growth in one country than in another. 
Comparisons of  growth rates based on international prices of  a given year 
answer the question, “How much change has there been over the period of the 
total quantity of goods absorbed in country 1,  compared to the change in the 
total  quantity of  goods absorbed in  country 2, recognizing that the list of 
goods may be different in each situation, but valuing the goods at the same set 
of world average prices?’  Such growth rates have the merit of treating a given 
increase in a given good as making the same contribution to growth in both 
countries. They have the drawback that the prices used may be very dissimilar 
from the prices of  one or both of the situations. 
The choice between the two approaches depends on the use to be made of 
the growth rates. If the purposes are closely related to welfare considerations, 
own-price growth rates are preferable because they are more closely related to 
the choices confronting the purchasers of final product in each country. If, on 
the other hand, the purposes are related to production, it may be argued that 
international price growth rates are preferable. It can be claimed that the inter- 
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for the world as a whole, the international prices show the rates of transfor- 
mation of different goods. 
12.8  Future ICP Work 
Phase 6 (reference date 1990) is encountering difficulties because a number 
of the binary comparisons which were to be used to link regions appear to be 
languishing. There is a great danger that Phase 6 will be a series of regional 
comparisons without enough links to produce systematic worldwide compar- 
isons. A way should be found that does not require large resources to revive 
the prospects for worldwide comparisons. 
One possibility is to modify the comparison strategy from a core-country 
approach to a core-commodity approach. The U.N. Statistical Office  would 
develop a core-commodity list consisting of items found in most if  not all 
regions (e.g., eggs, sandals). Countries would be asked to provide prices for 
as many as possible of the core items. In addition, each country would price 
items that were specific to its own region. Between the two lists of specifica- 
tions, there would be an adequate number to make possible price comparisons 
for each basic heading. The price comparisons between the regions would be 
based on the common core. It would not be necessary for every country to 
price every core commodity. The price comparisons between countries within 
a region would be based on a combination of core commodities and commod- 
ities found mainly or only in the region.*O 
As already suggested, a consequence of the reliance on regions to organize 
much of the data in phases 4  and 5 has been the emergence of some differences 
in methods, although the broad strategy of  the ICP and most of  its detailed 
methods were adhered to. 
The differences are greater than they would have been had UNSO the re- 
sources to coordinate the work of  the different regions. The differences will 
grow larger unless UNSO takes a more extensive role. U.N. experts on con- 
sumer goods pricing, capital goods, and construction should attend at least 
one of  the planning meetings of  every regional group. The UNSO experts 
could encourage  the regions  to  include  some  specifications that  could  be 
matched in other regions and to provide UNSO with data to enable it to do the 
worldwide comparisons by  a  standard set of  methods.  Continuing efforts 
should be made to reach a world consensus on the problem points, but as long 
as the regions supply UNSO with the standard data-set, they should be free to 
use differing methods in their own regional comparisons. 
20. CPDs could be calculated for each region and used to fill in missing prices in the regional 
set. Then a second-stage CPD could be calculated, covering all included countries, each with a 
complete set of the prices used in its region. The PPPs derived from the second-stage CPD could 
be the inputs for a Geary-Khamis calculation  for all the countries. Thus, advantage would be  taken 
of the similarity of price structures within regions to cope with the missing-price  problem, but the 
desired properties of multilateral comparisons would be  retained. A single set of international 
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Another important role that a U.N. presence at planning meetings might fill 
is to discourage  any tendency  to influence  the results  by  manipulating the 
inputs. An objective outside presence in the course of data collection and pro- 
cessing might further diminish this possibility. 
In addition to the benchmark work, there is a need for more research into 
methods of extending the benchmark estimates to nonbenchmark countries. 
12.9  Conclusion 
A  system of  international  comparisons  of  income and  of  the  purchasing 
power of currencies is now in place, covering most countries and currencies 
for the period 1950-85.  Estimates, which are on an annual basis and include 
breakdowns for consumption, capital formation, and government,  rest on a 
relatively small number of benchmark comparisons. The latter include nearly 
eighty countries,  some for single years  (the earliest of  which  is  1970) and 
others for as many as five years (the latest of which is 1985). The benchmark 
estimates  are based  primarily on price comparisons,  which  have been  pro- 
duced by a worldwide cooperative effort involving many countries and inter- 
national governmental agencies. 
The income comparisons relate to GDP as defined in the U.N. System of 
National Accounts. They are derived by applying a set of world average prices 
to the quantities composing each country’s national absorption of final goods 
(and net claims against foreigners).  Given this approach, the benchmark re- 
sults are not very sensitive to plausible alternative treatments of certain meth- 
odological  issues, to the  resolution  of  which  theory  gives  little  guidance. 
(“Plausible”  alternatives  include  those seriously  considered  or adopted  by 
UNSO, Eurostat, ECE, or OECD.) 
We conclude that margins of approximately 20 to 25 percent are generous 
estimates of the outside limits of uncertainty in the benchmark estimates for 
low-income  countries  originating  from the  factors we have examined.  The 
margins narrow  as per capita income rises; for high-income countries,  they 
may be around 7 percent. 
If  the Geary-Khamis formula is not regarded  as uniquely  suitable for the 
comparisons,  the  results  will  be  further  affected by  the  formulation  of  the 
question to be answered and the appropriate aggregation formula. 
Even if  these estimates  of  the range of  uncertainty prove too small, they 
have to be weighed  against the  errors involved  in the use of exchange-rate 
conversions, the only alternative to conversions via PPPs. For the very poor- 
est countries the PPP conversions yield estimates of per capita GDP that are 
more than  three times the exchange-rate  converted figure; for the group of 
developing countries the average ratio is over two times. The exchange-rate 
converted figures are farther from the lowest PPP-converted estimates of real 
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The uncertainties of PPP conversions are inherent in international compar- 
isons. They can be reduced by the investment of further resources, especially 
by extending benchmark estimates to more countries (particularly low-income 
ones) or years. Time may bring further consensus on methodological ques- 
tions and narrow the uncertainty range. But it is unrealistic to expect that real 
product estimates will ever have the illusory certainty of exchange-rate con- 
verted estimates. Exchange rates, however, can be justified as converters only 
if they reflect the relative purchasing power of  currencies better than the ICP 
PPPs do. The current literature on exchange-rate determination, with its stress 
on capital movements and expectations, and the recent volatility of exchange 
rates accompanied by relatively sluggish movements of domestic prices, make 
clear the inadequacy of exchange rates as PPPs. Users of real GDP compari- 
sons can either delude themselves with  unequivocal but  wrong-often  far 
wrong-and  biased estimates of real GDP based on exchange rates, or accept 
the fact that the closest we can come to comparative GDPs involves uncertain- 
ties about the exact figures. 
The future of ICP estimates appears assured in Europe, particularly in the 
EC. In other regions, prospects vary, but as of mid-1990 the outlook for sys- 
tematic worldwide comparisons for Phase 6 (1990) does not look bright. It 
will take a renewed impetus, which in the circumstances can only be provided 
by  UNSO and the World Bank, to establish an ICP with comprehensive cov- 
erage on an ongoing basis. 
There has been an international effort, stretching over the better part of the 
half-century, to develop comparability in the national accounts of the various 
countries (i.e., the SNA). It would be ironic to lose the momentum that has 
been gained with great effort toward the final step in establishing comparabil- 
ity-the  translation of own-currency GDPs into comparable measures of real 
income. 462  Irving B. Kravis and Robert E. Lipsey 
Appendix 
Table 12A.1  Equations Used to Generate Predictions Summarized in Table 12.3 
I. Physical Indicators 
A. DA,,  = ,763  +  .I93 (calorie intake P.c.)  +  1  ,698 (life expectancy) 
(0.36)  (I  .56)  (2.82) 
+ .225 (energy consumption P.c.) - 
(2.95)  (3.90) 
,429 (% of labor force in agriculture) 
R2 = .95 
B. DA,  =  -3.899  +  S43  (calorie intake P.c.) +  .201 (secondary school) 
(I  .42)  (I  .74)  (2.43) 
+ 1.501 (life expectancy) + 
- ,237 (% of  labor force in agriculture) 
(4.17) 
,194 (energy consumption p.c.) 
(3.21)  (3.67) 
R'  = .97 
11. Price Indicators 
A. DA,  = 2.18  + ,744 (DA,,,)  -  ,221 (0,) 
(8.46) (23.16)  (2.44) 
R2  = .97 
B. DA,  = 2.448 + .742 (DA,)  -  ,397 (D,) 
(11.25) (27.02)  (5.44) 
Rz = .98 
111.  Monerar?, Indicators 
A. DA,  =  1.305 + .691 (n) -  ,036 (openness) -  .442 (D,) 
(9.79) (21.17)  (0.54)  (4.64) 
R2  = .97 
B. DA,,  =  1.641  + ,620 (n)  + .I29 (openness) -  ,649 (D,) 
(12.75)  (19.61)  (1 ,611  (6.93) 
d'  = .91 
Notes; The predictions for developing-country real GDP per capita that are generated by these equations 
are summarized in table 12.3. The regressions are based on all the Phase 4 countries and are in log form; 
t-statistics  are in parentheses.  A  = equations for odd-numbered  countries; B  =  equations for even- 
numbered countries. The variables are on a per capita basis where appropriate (e.g., energy consump- 
tion, domestic absorption, etc.): DA,  = domestic absorption in international prices,  from benchmark 
studies; DA,  = own currency domestic absorption  + PPP from U.N.  post-adjustment data; 0, = 
dummy variable with value of  1 for African countries; 0  for others; n  = exchange-rate-converted  GDP 
per capita; openness = exports plus imports/GDP. The prediction of real GDP per capita was obtained 
for each country by  adding the net foreign balance to the estimate of DA,  produced by  the equation. 
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Comment  Alan V.  Deardorff 
What a pleasure it has been to read this paper. I have had a passing awareness 
of the International Comparison Program, of course, for many years. But I 
have never had occasion to make direct use of the ICP data, as many others 
here have, and I therefore never came to learn in detail how it had all been put 
together. This paper does a fine job of introducing the ICP, and I would have 
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learned a great deal from it for that reason alone. The full picture of the project 
can be seen in the various reports, mainly by Kravis, Heston, and Summers, 
that are referred to in the paper.  I will comment mostly on the current work 
dealing with robustness. 
One of the unintended messages of  the paper, of course, is that the ICP has 
entailed a huge amount of painstaking  work, over many years and by many 
individuals and agencies. I can’t imagine anyone voluntarily getting into such 
a project knowing in advance how much work it would be and the difficulties 
and complications that would arise. Were it not for the fact that the authors 
have  been  involved  in other projects  as well  that  are of  daunting  size and 
complexity, I would have assumed that they did it unintentionally.  However, 
since this is their second paper in this conference reporting on such work, I 
have to conclude that they are economists of exceptional courage, or perhaps 
masochism. 
But 1 must be careful, or I will give the impression that this is a paper that 
requires an equal dose of courage or masochism to read. That is not the case 
at all. The massively detailed body of data that the ICP has produced over the 
years is very much behind the scene here. The paper itself, based on the vari- 
ous  Kravis,  Heston,  and  Summers reports,  is  a  wonderfully  careful  and 
thoughtful discussion  of the methodological  issues that have come up along 
the way. It is clear that over the years the authors have confronted numerous 
problems with the data and its interpretation,  as well as conceptual problems 
as to how to make valid international comparisons.  They share with us here 
what these problems have been and how they have been resolved. 
Finally, and this is the unique contribution of the Kravis and Lipsey paper 
presented today, they have been able in a surprising number of cases to quan- 
tify the limits of error that may have been introduced by the choices they have 
made or been forced to make. In a conference that deals with the limitations 
of available data, the paper is a prototype of how these limitations should be 
acknowledged and evaluated in assessing the results that are based upon those 
data. We would all do well to follow their example in this regard, though few 
of us will have two decades of research on a single topic to draw upon. 
This conference has dealt primarily with issues of data, and seems therefore 
to be concerned primarily  with empirical issues rather than theoretical ones. 
Yet the thoughtful approach of this paper shows, I think, that the very inade- 
quacies of  the data provide a need  for more careful theoretical  research  as 
well. The ICP staff has shown wisdom and ingenuity in dealing with these 
inadequacies, without apparently  much guidance from the theoretical  litera- 
ture. Those who follow will do well simply to follow their example, but it 
would be useful if these issues could be dealt with in more general terms, so 
that empirical research using inadequate data could in the future be guided by 
general principles rather than have to develop solutions to problems as they 
arise, as Kravis and Lipsey have done here. I would therefore like to enter a 466  Irving B.  Kravis and Robert E.  Lipsey 
plea for both economic and econometric theorists to devote more of their theo- 
retical attention to the problems of inadequate data and the appropriate meth- 
ods for dealing with them. 
Edward Leamer, in his comments on Keith Maskus’s paper, gives us a list 
of  many of the problems that arise with data, especially in the international 
context. It is fascinating to see how many of these problems have come up in 
the International Comparison Program and been dealt with there. 
Consider first the problem of missing data. The ICP is plagued by missing 
data at the most basic level, since many products are not produced in common 
across all countries. Yet  prices of these goods must nonetheless be compared 
across countries. In their other paper on prices, Kravis and Lipsey mentioned 
the Country-Product Dummy (CPD) method of  constructing missing prices. 
This method was actually developed by  Robert Summers specifically for use 
in the ICP. 
The ICP produces a full comparison of  prices and real outputs only for 
selected years and countries. This leaves as missing data the values for the 
intervening years and excluded countries. The ICP has used a variety of meth- 
ods that are detailed in the paper for filling in these missing values. Like the 
CPD method for constructing missing prices, these methods also are based on 
regressions of known values on various explanatory variables that are some- 
what ad hoc but nonetheless seem to do a decent job of predicting the missing 
values. 
What I would like to see is a more general treatment of  this problem of 
missing data. I understand that the econometrics literature has dealt with how 
best to perform estimation when there are missing observations, but this liter- 
ature is directed at perfecting the estimation, not at replacing the missing ob- 
servations themselves. Yet  it strikes me that there must be some general guid- 
ance that could be provided on this issue, and that very likely such an  analysis 
would lead one to perform very much the sorts of calculations that Kravis and 
Lipsey have in the ICP. 
My point is not that this kind of analysis is necessarily needed for the ICP; 
it has done a more-than-adequate job of  dealing with these issues. Rather, 
there are many areas of empirical international economics (and no doubt of 
empirical economics more generally) where missing data are a recurring prob- 
lem, and a systematic methodology for filling them in would be very useful. I 
know, for example, that in the work Robert Stern and I do with computational 
general equilibrium models, missing data are a constant source of difficulty. 
Edward Leamer also listed the problems caused for international data by 
exchange-rate  gyrations  and  the  more  general  issue  of  noncomparability 
across countries of  international data.  These,  of  course,  are precisely  the 
problems that the ICP has dealt with all along. Most of us are content to use 
the most readily available data, perhaps acknowledging its deficiencies, per- 
haps not. Kravis and Lipsey and their coauthors have confronted these prob- 
lems head-on and have sought to correct them-with  remarkable success! 467  International Comparison Program 
Here, incidentally, the problem is not one of  missing data, or even neces- 
sarily of bad data. Rather, it is that the data one seeks in some sense cannot 
exist. There is no uniquely correct meaning that attaches to the concept of real 
GDP, given that countries differ as they do in the assortments of  goods and 
services that they produce and in the prices at which they produce them. The 
problems are familiar index-number problems, and so today are not a very hot 
topic in economic theory. Yet  the contortions that have been endured in deal- 
ing with them in the ICP indicate to me that the conceptual problems have not 
all been solved. The ICP relies on something called the Geary-Khamis method 
of aggregation, for example, and Kravis and Lipsey make a compelling case 
in its favor in terms of  various plausible and apparently desirable properties 
that it possesses. Yet  I would have thought that this kind of problem could be 
addressed from a theoretical standpoint that, though perhaps not conclusive, 
could nonetheless shed light on what is and is not being measured. 
I’ll conclude with a question for the authors that may not be fair, since it 
deals with something that was not in the paper.  One of  the most important 
findings of the ICP is that developing-country GDPs are routinely underesti- 
mated by converting at nominal exchange rates. This means that the nominal 
values of LDC currencies are typically quite a bit below their PPP levels. This 
finding intrigued me because I thought I had understood LDC currencies to be 
typically overvalued, not  undervalued. If  the  findings were true,  it  would 
merely underscore the well-known inadequacy of PPP as a guide to equilib- 
rium exchange rates. Yet  the authors told me that they doubted that it was true. 
Indeed, they said that, though not reported in this paper, the ICP has found 
that even traded-goods prices in LDCs are lower at prevailing exchange rates 
than comparable prices in developed countries, and that the result for real 
GDPs  is  therefore  not  just  a  reflection  of  exceptionally cheap  nontraded 
goods, as I had supposed. 
Now this surprises me a great deal. For whether or not LDC exchange rates 
are overvalued, it is certainly the case that most LDCs have high barriers to 
trade, both tariffs and nontariff barriers, and it is my impression that they also 
have frequent subsidies to exports as well. Both of these will lead to the prices 
of imported and exported goods being higher within the LDCs than on world 
markets. If indeed the prices of domestically produced tradable goods for do- 
mestic absorption are lower in these countries than abroad, then it must surely 
suggest another source of noncomparability. 
In computable general equilibrium (CGE) modeling we routinely find that 
traded goods must be modeled as imperfect substitutes for apparently compa- 
rable traded goods from abroad. Otherwise it is impossible to replicate the 
data on the amounts and price-responsiveness of trade. I had supposed that 
this imperfect substitutability, which is usually modeled via the Armington 
assumption of goods that are differentiated by country of  origin, was forced 
upon us by our levels of aggregation. But if the ICP finds such price discrep- 
ancies even at the very disaggregated level where they do their price compar- 468  Irving B. Kravis and Robert E. Lipsey 
isons, then I wonder if  in fact the goods produced in LDCs are not after all 
rather imperfect substitutes for their developed-country counterparts. 
If so, and if this by any chance means that the LDC products are of  lower 
quality overall than other goods, then the conclusion that LDC real GDPs are 
understated may be suspect. 